Influence of Educational Qualification on Different Types of Cyber Crime: A Statistical Interpretation
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Abstract

Objectives: In this paper, the impact of educational qualification (general education) on different types of cyber crime activities has investigated. Methods/Statistical Analysis: A cross sectional survey using Questionnaires method was conducted among 2000 different types of persons working in different fields having different qualification having age more than 18 years. But a sample of 180 students is considered for the better interpretation of data. The collected data is interpreted statistically using one-way ANOVA. Findings: The influence of general education on four types of cyber crimes viz. financial misappropriation, extramarital affairs, misleading for job and crime in academic/research have been investigated. Results suggest no significant influence of different qualification on cyber crime. The finding shows that the involvements in cyber crime of qualified persons have negative effect on the value of education which leads to a bad impact in the development of the society. Application/Improvements: The proposed analysis is helpful to build the society with proper understanding about the cyber-attacks in various domains.
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Nomenclature

- \( \alpha \rightarrow \) Crime due to financial misappropriation
- \( \beta \rightarrow \) Crime due to extramarital affairs
- \( \gamma \rightarrow \) Crime due to misleading for job
- \( \delta \rightarrow \) Crime in academic/research
- \( A \rightarrow \) Matriculation
- \( B \rightarrow \) Intermediate.
- \( C \rightarrow \) Graduate.
- \( D \rightarrow \) Post Graduate.
- \( A_\alpha \rightarrow \) Matriculation qualified committing the crime due to financial misappropriation.
- \( A_\beta \rightarrow \) Matriculation qualified committing the crime due to extramarital affairs.
- \( A_\gamma \rightarrow \) Matriculation qualified committing the crime due to misleading for job.
- \( A_\delta \rightarrow \) Matriculation qualified committing crime in academic/research.
- \( B_\alpha \rightarrow \) Intermediate qualified committing the crime due to financial misappropriation.
- \( B_\beta \rightarrow \) Intermediate qualified committing the crime due to extramarital affairs.
- \( B_\gamma \rightarrow \) Intermediate qualified committing the crime due to misleading for job.
- \( B_\delta \rightarrow \) Intermediate qualified committing the crime in academic/research.
- \( C_\alpha \rightarrow \) Graduate qualified committing the crime due to financial misappropriation.
- \( C_\beta \rightarrow \) Graduate qualified committing the crime due to extramarital affairs.
- \( C_\gamma \rightarrow \) Graduate qualified committing the crime due to misleading for job.
- \( C_\delta \rightarrow \) Graduate qualified committing the crime in academic and research.

*Author for correspondence
1. Introduction

The rapid globalization of the world is due to the internet networking. The technological advancement of a country depends on its online system. Online services provide extensive individual, social, and economic benefits for modern society. In the today’s digital world, the use of computer and internet in every sector such as business, office, education, social networking, employment and financial transaction etc. is inevitable. The internet has made PC an essential segment in national improvement. But the growing online system also provides ground for malicious behavior. Utilizing the characteristics of the Internet, such as scalability, anonymity and global reach, cybercrime emerged as a new form of crime. Cybercrimes are offenses that are executed against individuals or social events of individuals with a criminal reason to purposely hurt the reputation of the loss or cause physical or mental naughtiness to the setback clearly or roundaboutly, using bleeding edge telecom frameworks, for instance, Internet (Chat rooms, messages, notice sheets and get-togethers etc.) and cell phones (SMS/MMS etc.). However, cybercrime is an undeniable danger, just a minority of customers are specifically deceived. Significantly more are made mindful of the danger, and numerous individuals stay reluctant to take part online because of the apparent danger of cybercrime. Purchaser situated cybercrime, which incorporates data fraud, Visa extortion, and phishing, expands the danger of utilizing online administrations for all Internet clients. The budgetary effect of cybercrime on e-business and business when all is said in done has heightened drastically as of late, obviously the quickest developing kind of wrongdoing. Organizations everywhere throughout the world are upset, lose touchy data, and experience profitability decreases as a consequence of cybercrime. Recently the crime in research / academic areas have appeared due to plagiarism and unauthorized downloading of important documents/books etc. Though the laws like intellectual property right, copy right act have made by the government but still it persists. As each institution possesses a unique culture, has different systems of administration, policies and is of dissimilar types, so it is significant to be acquainted with if the type of educational qualification determines people concern in cybercrime activities. Again the recent problem throughout the globe is providing job to all. The unemployment problem is an opportunity for the cyber criminals to deceive the people by giving false advertisement to provide job. Another major problem is the use of social sites like Facebook, Whatsapp, Twitter, Matrimonial sites etc. to make unreal relationship and then establishing the extramarital affairs and finally harassing the people. Almost all the cyber crimes are done by the educated persons. Hence the numerous techniques used by cyber criminals have been recognized as, stalking, spamming, embezzlement, spoofing, hacking, cyber pornography and sniffing etc. The computer related harassment is defined as the state where a personage uses a computer or computer network to converse indecent language, or make any submission of that nature, or threaten any illegal or wicked act. Administrators are frequently used to tempt unsuspecting public. Phishing is typically carried out by email spoofing, or instant messaging, and it often directs users to enter details at a fake website whose look and feel are almost identical to the legitimate one. Another form of cybercrime is stalking. Stalking occurs when one person repetitively intrudes on another to such a degree that the recipient fears for his or her security. This involves any shape of annoyance or threatening of a human being, whether bodily or through the use of electronics (unwanted phone calls, SMS/MMS). For all intents and purposes, any undesirable contact between two people that specifically or in a roundabout way impart a danger or spot the sufferer in apprehension can be considered stalking. A few stalkers build up an interest for someone else with whom they have no individual affiliation. At the point when the casualty does not react as the stalker trusts, the stalker may attempt to constrain the casualty to obey by utilization of dangers and terrorizing. Whenever dangers and terrorizing fall flat, a few stalkers go round to savagery. Stalking happens if PC wrongdoing and those people who participate in this freak conduct have turned into a piece of our computerized society. While the accurate harm brought about...
by PC culprits is open for civil argument, their presence and expansion in numbers is unchallenged. The criminal component in our general public has a tendency to be the early adopters of innovation as it regularly helps them to wind up better at their criminal tradecraft.

Hence we have considered the effect of different qualification on different types of cyber crimes. In this paper, we focus on the relationship between general qualification and cybercrime in India. This allows us to quantify the impact of cybercrime in a statistically robust manner. Questionnaires were used for data gathering. A sample of 180 persons was careworn from a population of 2000 people working in different field in the state of Odisha, India. The instrument contains 16 items with 4-point scale of Most-times, now and again, rarely and never. We then create explanatory variables in four groups. The first group has qualification as matriculation, the second group has qualification as intermediate, the third group has qualification as graduation and finally, the fourth group has qualification as post-graduation. But all groups are considered as to commit the four types of cyber crimes viz. crime due to financial misappropriation, crime due to extramarital affairs, crime due to misleading for job and crime in academic/research areas.

We have interviewed the officers, executive assistants, clerk cadre, cashiers, typist cadre, typists, technicians and stenographers, messenger, drivers, cleaners, stewards and security guards, temporary staff or general public etc. working in different sectors (Health Sector, Education Sector, Banking Sector, Business etc.) having different educational qualifications involving in different types of cyber crime activities. We have described the key research questions and how we selected relevant questions from the survey for use in our model.

2. Literature Review

Cyber crime has become a major problem in recent years across the globe. Many investigations have been done by number of researchers in this regard, but the list of all such is not possible to present here. So some of them which is relevant to our topic are presented here. In a has analyzed the effect of debit card usage by newspaper articles on card fraud. In b have demonstrated the consumer’s reaction on cybercrime. In c have studied the involvement of students on cybercrime activities in tertiary institutions in Enugu state of Nigeria. Deloitte d has presented the Indian banking fraud survey. In e has illustrated the influence of age on the cyber crime. In f have investigated the cyber crime activities due to sex and lies. In g have studied the fear of crime in online in Zaria-Kaduna state of Nigeria. In h have examined the impact of social media characteristics on customer. In i have explained the factors affecting social network service use. j has investigated the pornography on the internet and an evaluation of moral panic. In k, l have investigated the self-reported computer criminal behavior. In m have studied the case of social learning theory and digital piracy. In n has studied the influence of the cyber-social environment on fear of victimization. In o have analyzed the impact of consumer and product characteristics on e-commerce adoption in India. In p has explained the effect of internet crime on development. In q has demonstrated the fear of cyber crime among college students in the United States. In r has shown the impact of fraud and fraudulent practices on the performance of banks in Nigeria. In s has investigated the hacking and harassment for online victimization. In t has presented a comparative study on digital piracy justification: Asian students versus American students.

The literature survey indicates that several researchers have investigated the cyber crime activities by considering several factors, but so far author’s knowledge, the influence of general educational qualification on cyber crime has not been studied. Therefore, an attempt has been made to assess the educational qualification of people’s involvement in cyber criminal activities. The education system in India comprises of matriculation (10th standard), intermediate (+2), undergraduate, and post graduate. Generally, an individual required to be admitted into a college or university to pursue higher education after passing the 10th standard education. It is the most particular form of education where an individual takes a specific course of study. On completion of the course; the individual obtained an academic degree, diploma or certificate that will assist such an individual to get a job. The noticeable gap between what is learnt in school/college/university and the reality of the work place has been largely accredited to poor learning condition. The breakdown in the superiority of education, has led peoples to strange behaviors and the reason why students fit into place themselves in cybercrimes. Cybercrime refers to any form of crime committed by any individual during the use of a computer and network. The field of mental wrongdoing scene examination has been utilized with customary criminal examinations as a part of request to help agents in narrowing down the quantity of potential suspects, leading
legitimate suspect meetings, and managing suspects in a trial/court setting. Several specialists have endeavored to develop mental wrongdoing scene investigation into the computerized/electronic space with blended results. The constrained studies on specific subsets of PC crooks, for example, infection authors, has given some bearing in regards to the identity qualities to incorporate into prescient and danger models gives a structure to utilizing striking case focuses and a simple criminal scientific classification in light of the essential segments of aptitude and inspiration, keeping in mind the end goal to help agents managing computerized wrongdoing scenes.

2.1 Significance of the Study
This study consists of the job holder as well as general public having at least matriculation qualification and having age more than 18 years. These people have formal academic education but not having ethical education, law and security qualification. So this study will help policy makers of the Govt. to formulate the programs of value education in the curriculum. This also will helpful to the institutions and students to understand the consequence of engaging in cyber crime. So institutions would also design the academic activities to impart good moral to the students.

3. Methodology
The study was conducted with a population size of 2000 persons of different categories like students, teachers, officers, executive assistants, clerk cadre, cashiers, typist cadre, technicians, stenographers, messenger, drivers, cleaners, stewards, security guards, temporary staff and general public having the educational qualifications at least Matriculation working in different sectors including health sector, educational sector, banking sector, business or private firm etc. across state of Odisha, India to investigate the impact of general qualification on the cyber crime activities. The instrument for data collection was a 16–item questionnaire with 4-opinion response of Mostly (M), Sometimes(S), Rarely (R) and Never (N). A sample of 180 persons was considered for the data analysis. Mean and Variance of the data have calculated to analyze the ANOVA table. The one-way ANOVA is employed to verify the null hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance. The following Questionnaires were imposed to the people.

Questionnaires:
1. Spread computer virus through internet
2. Hacking people’s personal and sensitive information in internet.
3. Obtain license or digital signature certificate by misrepresentation of the facts.
5. Personal ID theft.
6. Upload female picture without their consent.
7. Use social network sites to track people.
8. Constantly placing unwanted calls to people.
9. Sending unwanted text messages and e-mails to people.
10. Use internet to do illegal business.
11. Unauthorized use of Account numbers and ATM cards.
13. Unauthorized downloading the books/research papers.
15. Counseling through online for placement.
16. Spam e-mails

After getting the 4 types of responses such as Mostly (M), Sometimes(S), Rarely (R) and Never (N), we concluded those persons involving in cyber crime activities and their numbers are given in Table 1.

3.1 Research Hypotheses
$H_0$: The different educational qualified persons have no significance difference on their involvement in different cyber crime activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$A_\alpha$</th>
<th>$B_\alpha$</th>
<th>$C_\alpha$</th>
<th>$D_\alpha$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_\beta$</td>
<td>$B_\beta$</td>
<td>$C_\beta$</td>
<td>$D_\beta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>(11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_\gamma$</td>
<td>$B_\gamma$</td>
<td>$C_\gamma$</td>
<td>$D_\gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_\delta$</td>
<td>$B_\delta$</td>
<td>$C_\delta$</td>
<td>$D_\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(10)</td>
<td>(17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Statistical Interpretation (Analysis of Variance)

Table 1 contains the number of persons involving in cyber crime activities having different types of qualifications engaged in different sectors. These people have the age above 18 years. They spread computer virus via internet, upload the female pictures without their permission, uploading false advertisement to provide job, hacking others websites and downloading unauthorized research material/books etc.

In Table 2, the mean of different crimes and total mean of the crime has calculated. We conclude that the crime due to extramarital affair is more than the rest of crimes. Also the crime in academic and research area is less than the other crimes. Column-4 of above table shows that the post graduate qualified persons are more involved in the crime of academic and research areas.

\[ V_r : \text{Variation of row means from grand mean} \]
\[ = 4[(11.25 - 11.25)^2 + (11.25 - 14)^2 + (11.25 - 11.75)^2 + (11.25 - 8)^2] = 73.5 \]

\[ V_t : \text{Total Variation} \]
\[ = (11.25 - 11)^2 + (11.25 - 12)^2 + (11.25 - 12)^2 + (11.25 - 10)^2 + (11.25 - 15)^2 + (11.25 - 17)^2 + (11.25 - 13)^2 + (11.25 - 11)^2 + (11.25 - 8)^2 + (11.25 - 10)^2 + (11.25 - 15)^2 + (11.25 - 14)^2 \]

\[ V_e : \text{Random Variation} \]
\[ = V_t - V_r = 201.5 \]

Table 3 shows the analysis of variation, which is used to verify the hypothesis to be rejected or accepted.

Table 2. Mean of different crimes and total mean of the crime has calculated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>ROW SUM(SR)</th>
<th>ROW MEAN(MR)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \delta )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grand Total(TG)=180
Grand Mean(MG)=11.25

Table 3. Analysis of Variation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variation</th>
<th>Degree of Freedom (df)</th>
<th>Mean ( \text{variation} ) [ \frac{S^2}{df} ]</th>
<th>( F_{cal} )</th>
<th>( F_{tab} ) (0.05 level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between treatments ( V_r = 73.5 )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \frac{S^2}{df} = 24.5 )</td>
<td>( F ) = ( \frac{S^2}{df} ) = 1.4590 | 3.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within treatments ( V_t = 201.5 )</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>( \frac{S^2}{df} = 16.7916 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_e = 275 )</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion of the Result

The summary of one-way ANOVA is presented in table-3 to analyze the null hypothesis. Since \( F_{cal} < F_{tab} \) at 0.05 level of significance. So the hypothesis is accepted, i.e. the educational qualification does not depend on the person’s behavior on their involvement in different cyber crime activities. This may be attributed to the fact that each person has his own perception towards the crime irrespective of the educational qualification. From the Figure 1, it is well interpreted that the number of crime due to sexual harassment is more than the other crimes in the recent years. Figure 2 illustrate that the post graduate qualified persons do more crime in research/academy area than compared to others. So the only general qualification will not help a person to be a better citizen unless the moral education is acquired during their study.

6. Suggestions

It is contended by numerous creators that direction in morals ought to be a center part of the educational programs. This concentrate likewise recommends that morals instruction might be essential to accomplishing the objectives of enhanced security homes, legitimate consistence, and client trust. Additionally, coursework in the territories of law, security, and morals may serve to make a consciousness of the measurements of the cyber-crimp issue and counteract it. If the youths are agreed the required academic training, the knowledge established will be channeled towards the growth of the country. As recognized by the national strategy on training in various times that no country can transcend the nature of its instructive framework. The general population’s contribu-
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Figure 1. Diagrammatical representation of mean of different cyber crimes.

Figure 2. Bar diagram of number of persons having different qualifications committing the cyber crime activities.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, the investigation reveals that the people's cyber crime activities are not depending on the higher qualifications. In the world of cyber crime the people possessing graduate /post graduate qualification are equally responsible to those persons having matriculation or intermediate qualification. Another finding is that the person having qualification post graduate are more involvement in the cyber crime activities in academic / research than comparison to others but overall crime is almost same. Further the cyber crime on extramarital affair is highest than other crimes and it is equally shared all four categories. Hence this investigation will give an insight to the future researchers to focus on the academic qualification while studying the cyber crime problems.
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